Year 6 Matrix – Term 3 Week 2
Activities with this icon are the activities you need to hand in on your weekly assignment. Take a photo of these tasks and attach to your
weekly assignment through google classroom and submit on the Friday of each week.

Monday

9-10am

10-11am

Literacy - Reading

Literacy - Writing

Warm up: Complete 15
minutes of Lexia.
Vocabulary building: Read
the week 2 text located on
google drive and identify 5
new or interesting vocab
words. Record these words
into the back of your
workbook. Find the definition
of each word and write it’s
meaning in your own words.

Spelling focus:
Complete the week 2 spelling task
which can be found on google in
the spelling folder. Complete your
work in your workbook.

1111.30am
Snack
time
Relax and
enjoy your
snack!

11.30am-12.30pm
Inquiry
Colonization to Federation
Defining Moments: Australian
Federation - Video
https://www.youtube.com/watc
h?v=ZBPB883LE4Y
Rewatch the video and write
down the famous names you
hear, in your home learning
book.
After watching the video
choose one of the names and
give 3 supporting facts or
details about this person in
your home learning book.

Extension: Have a go at one
of the extension
comprehension tasks found on
google in the reading folder.

12.30-1pm
Lunch
time
Relax and
enjoy your
lunch!

1.30-2.30pm

2.30-3.30pm
Specialists

Maths

Weekly Learning Intention: I
can convert units of
measurement (mm, cm, m, km)
(g, kg) (ml, l)

Complete your
weekly Spanish
task.

Video: Watch the instructional
video from your teachers.
https://youtu.be/iStguUPG-HQ
https://youtu.be/20YLWaROcr
o
Follow up: Complete the
following follow up questions
below into your workbook.
Convert the following
measurements in your
workbook:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Tuesday

Warm up: Complete 15
minutes of Read to Self.

Grammar focus: Complete the
week 2 grammar task which can
be found on google in the spelling

Support and Opposition to
Federation

700mm to cm
80,000m to km
5,000cm to m
50km to m
3m to cm
10cm to mm

Essential maths worksheets:
Complete one of the essential
maths worksheets from the

Complete your
weekly Sport
task.

Wednesday

Summarising: Re read the
week 2 text and write a brief
summary of the reading.
Remember that a summary
provides the key information
from the text. Make sure to
write your summary in your
own words. Record your
summary in your workbook.
Warm up: Complete 15
minutes of Lexia.
Questioning: Re read the
week 2 text. Write 3 thick and
3 thin questions about the text.
Record your questions in your
workbook.
Extension: Have a go at one
of the extension
comprehension tasks found on
google in the reading folder.

folder. Complete your work in
your workbook.

Read Slides 4-8 of the
powerpoint called Australia
Federates and listen to the
audio clips.
Make a list of 3 reasons for
Federation and 3 reasons
against in your learning at
home book.

Photo stories: A photo story is a
set or series of photographs that
are made to tell a story using
images or pictures. The pictures
or photos are accompanied by a
series of written descriptions.

Support and Opposition to
Federation

This week you are going to be
creating a concept photo story on
a topic from the list given. A
concept photo story is where you
use images and detailed
descriptions to describe and
explain an issue or concept.
Have a look at the concept photo
story example on google in the
writing folder called Volcano
photo story.
Choose a topic from the list
below:
-global warming
-climate change
-inflation
-green house gases
-formation of Earth
-pollution
-deforestation
-floods
-bushfire
-tsunami
-earthquake
-tornado

Read the Support and
Opposition Fact Sheet.
Complete activity on Slide 10
of the Australia Federates
powerpoint, in your learning at
home book.
Refer to the writing of a
persuasive letter template.

week 2 maths folder into your
workbook.

Additional learning tasks:
Complete one of the additional
learning tasks from the week 2
maths folder into your
workbook.
Extension: Have a go at one of
the extension maths tasks
found on google in the reading
folder.

Complete your
weekly
Art/Science
task.

Thursday

Warm up: Complete 15
minutes of Read to Self.
Comprehension: Re read the
week 2 text and answer the
comprehension questions.
Record your answers into your
workbook.

Research your chosen topic and
complete the concept photo story
planner into your workbook.
Photo stories:
Collect photos that match the
information you have included in
your concept photo story planner.
Your photo story must include:
- at least 6 pictures
- captions and
explanations
- a catchy title
- must explain the concept
or idea through the
photos

Events Leading to Federation
-

Eureka Stockade
Tenterfield Oration

Problem solving: Complete
the week 2 problem solving
questions into your workbook.

Complete your
weekly Music
task.

Read Slides 11 - 16 of the
Australia Federates powerpoint
and listen to the audio clips.
Write 5 key words for each of
the above events and write a
short summary for each in your
workbook

Open up a PowerPoint document
and begin creating your photo
story. Remember that each photo
needs a new slide and must
include a detailed description and
explanation about the photo.

Friday

Warm up: Complete 15
minutes of Lexia.
Listen to Reading: Listen to
chapters 3 and 4 of the novel
Hatchet.
https://www.youtube.com/wat
ch?v=dBcCxRXtcwA
Post reading:
After listening to the reading,
complete page 9 and 10
comprehension and discussion
questions (and page 8 if you
have time) in your booklet
provided.

The final copy of your photostory
should explain the topic you have
chosen.
Photo stories:
Continue working on your
concept photo story.

Don’t forget to upload your
concept photo story to your
weekly assignment today.

Events Leading to Federation
Choose one of the fact sheets
on the topics listed below from
the inquiry folder and read and
complete the comprehension
questions in your workbook:
- Eureka Stockade
- Tenterfield oration

Don’t forget to take a photo of
your work from today and
upload to your weekly
assignment.

Online learning: Complete 5
activities from the week 2 pod
on study ladder.
Extension: Have a go at one of
the extension maths tasks
found on google in the maths
folder.

Complete your
weekly
Wellbeing task.

